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3 June 2021 

Submission on the Use of Synthetic Alternatives to 
Natural Turf in Public Open Spaces 

 
The following submission is made on behalf of the Willoughby Environmental Protection 
Association (WEPA) in response to the call for comment, by the NSW Department of Planning, 
Industry and Environment (DPIE), on the use of artificial turf. 
 
WEPA has been active since 1981, on Sydney’s lower North Shore, in protecting the natural 
heritage of our area and enhancing the environment shared by our community.  This work has 
brought home to WEPA the consistently high value our community places on the green, open 
spaces which help to make our area liveable and to mitigate the rising impacts of climate 
change. 
 
WEPA is grateful for the opportunity provided to participate in the recent DPIE/Urban Ethos 
Open Space and Synthetic Surfaces Workshop (27 May 2012) and for the invitation to provide 
further comments.   
 
‘Environmentally sensitive’ or Ecological Dead Zone 
WEPA would like to begin by refuting the fallacious use of arguments on this issue about the 
extent to which artificial turf is ‘environmental’, makes ‘environmental savings’ or is more 
‘environmentally sensitive’ than natural turf.  Compacting and then carpeting the ground with 
artificial turf is in no way ‘environmental’.  Its application is no different to completely covering 
the ground with green concrete (although the latter is usually cooler than artificial turf). The 
application of a synthetic surface to the earth: 

• results in the removal of topsoil and addition of aggregates, sand etc (which also makes 
it difficult to revert later to natural turf); 

• damages soil structure, soil microbes and soil life; 

• stops the addition of organic matter to the soil; 

• impacts on existing trees by compacting roots and diverting rainwater; 

https://wepa.org.au/
https://wepa.org.au/
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• stops wildlife from using/feeding on fields at a time when science is alerting us to the 
loss of insect life and biodiversity generally in urban areas; 

• fails to capture dirt and dust from the atmosphere as natural grass does; 

• Introduces a strong odour which is neither pleasant nor natural; 

• stops the ground from undertaking its natural role in transpiration and cooling the area 
and instead creates heat islands; 

• fails to act as a buffer for bushfires, emits toxic fumes if burnt and can no longer be 
used as a safe assembly area in emergencies; 

• results in the use of algaecides and other cleaning agents which can kill off life in and 
around the artificial turf; an issue particularly critical when the field is in a bushland 
setting, near waterways or part of our remaining wildlife corridors. 

 
The application of artificial turf creates an ecological dead zone where it covers the earth and, 
through heat, pollution and chemical use impacts negatively on nearby natural areas and 
biodiversity.   
 
All three major planning and environmental Acts1 declare that we should be favouring 
developments which are ecologically sustainable and, in doing this, “conservation of biological 
diversity and ecological integrity should be a fundamental consideration”.  The introduction of 
artificial turf to replace natural turf pays no regard to biological diversity, ecological integrity or 
sustainability. 
 
Microplastics and Rubber 
As was raised at the consultation workshop, artificial turf has environmental and health 
concerns which are the focus of widespread research, particularly in Europe and the USA 
where thousands of such synthetic fields have been laid and are now under investigation. 
 
Of critical concern are the environmental and health impacts of the constituent elements of 
the artificial fields which include plastic grass, which degrades with wear, and infill made of 
shredded used tyres. The blades of plastic grass can break down into microscopic particles 
over years of exposure to sunlight and weather, forming a respirable dust.  At a time when 
Governments here and around the world are battling internationally to prevent further 
contamination of our environment, our councils are introducing products into our parks, 
fields and reserves which allow the escape of non-biodegradable microplastics and rubber to 
the local area.  These products become smaller and smaller throughout their lives and are 

 
1 NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979; the Protection of the Environment Administration Act 
1991 and the Biodiversity and Conservation Act 2016.  
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carried by wind, weather and footwear from the pitch out into the wider environment and 
homes, where humans and animals can absorb them.   
 

Many parks are close to waterways and, in the Willoughby LGA area, to creeks and Middle 
Harbour. Sydney Harbour already has alarming levels of microplastics pollution. The toxins 
from microplastics can be absorbed by marine invertebrates and harm those species as well 
as people eating marine catch.2  

 
The European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) is looking at alternatives noting that artificial turf 
pitches “are a substantial source of microplastics to the environment” releasing between 
18,000 and 72,000 tonnes per year.  In Sweden, the amount of microplastics entering the sea 
and waterways is estimated at 70 kg (or 293 million particles) per year for each artificial playing 
field. 3 This figure might be even higher in countries which have less stringent wastewater 
treatment practice.   
 
New research by the Australian Microplastic Assessment Project (AUSMAP) with Northern 
Beaches Council, funded by NSW’s Environment Protection Authority, has found 80 per cent of 
the waste entering stormwater drains was black crumb (recycled tyres used for the base of 
these fields) and microplastics from astroturf – compared to 5 per cent in areas without these 
playing fields.  AUSMAP also found that synthetic grass blades on average made up 12% of 
micro debris collected near artificial turf fields - one trap contained 198 blades. 
 
At a time when Governments and agencies in Europe and the USA are looking at removing 
their artificial fields, we have increasing numbers of local councils responding to the persuasion 
of the artificial turf industry and its spokespeople and introducing tonnes of microplastic which 
will not biodegrade, have limited reuse and cannot, despite industry promises over the last 
decade, currently be recycled in Australia.   
 
More recently councils such as Lane Cove have announced an allegedly ‘environmentally 
sensitive’ new 4g turf will be used on one of its bushland parks.  This turf does not include 
rubber infill and its plastic has a tighter weave but there is no evidence that it will not 
introduce microplastics to the environment via the plastic grass even if that is at a slower pace 
than earlier artificial turf types.  There can be limited reuse but no recycling of the fields which 
will eventually end up, like all others, in landfill. 
 

 
2 NSW Parliamentary Briefing Paper No 03/2015 Pollution in Sydney Harbour: sewage, toxic chemicals and 
microplastics. 
3 https://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/european-chemicals-agency-launches-public-consultation-restriction-
microplastics_en; https://www.kimointernational.org/feature/microplastic-pollution-from-artificial-grass-a-field-
guide/ 
 

https://www.ausmap.org/
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/european-chemicals-agency-launches-public-consultation-restriction-microplastics_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/european-chemicals-agency-launches-public-consultation-restriction-microplastics_en
https://www.kimointernational.org/feature/microplastic-pollution-from-artificial-grass-a-field-guide/
https://www.kimointernational.org/feature/microplastic-pollution-from-artificial-grass-a-field-guide/
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Health Concerns 
While much is made by proponents of artificial turf of the health benefits for children playing 
sport, little attention seems to be directed towards the spreading international concern about 
the impacts of artificial turf on the health of casual and sports users.  A quick ‘Google’ of 
artificial turf will turn up literally thousands of studies of health impacts from cancer to skid 
injuries and burns prone to higher levels of infection than those occurring on natural grass4.  Of 
particular concern is the potential cancer and neurotoxic health risks from exposure to the 
chemical constituents of artificial turf blades and crumb rubber infill which include heavy 
metals, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).   
 
It is beyond the resources of our small organisation to assess all of these reports but at the 
very least, a moratorium on installation of these fields should be called until an in-depth study 
is undertaken by NSW Environment and NSW Health agencies. 
 
When the science tells us the materials in the rubber tyres are carcinogenic and we know that 
they are breaking down under wear into smaller particles which can be ingested or breathed 
in5 why are we not employing the precautionary principle which is enshrined in our 
environmental legislation to investigate potential impacts on users and others under Australian 
conditions? 
 
Heat Islands 
Last summer a WEPA Committee member took temperatures at Blackman Park in Lane Cove 
and found that at 11 am on a 28 deg C day the synthetic grass was hotter (at 56.9 deg C) than 
asphalt (54.7 deg C).  These types of experiments have been repeated by many others with 
similar results. 
 
Industry acknowledges the problem of heat with the rubber infill type fields showing the 
highest temperatures to date.  The solutions seem to be to spray them with water (which 
seems to negate the water savings claimed by the industry) or stop play due to the heat.  At 
the Open Day to launch the synthetic turf oval at Gore Hill Park, St Leonards in March 2019, I 
discussed the problem of heat from artificial surfaces with a football club official.  He told me 
that the heat generated by the oval in summer didn’t matter to him as his sport only played in 
winter.  I subsequently found that the NSW Football heat policy calls for players to leave the 
field at 37C6.  The question of what happens to others who want to use the oval all year round 
for rest, recreation and their own sporting activities was left hanging.  Artificially turfing large 
areas creates heat islands which increase demand for air conditioning, intensify air pollution 

 
4 eg see https://www.ncceh.ca/environmental-health-in-canada/health-agency-projects/artificial-turf-and-crumb-
rubber and  https://plantscience.psu.edu/research/centers/ssrc/research/synthetic-turf-health 
5 https://theconversation.com/why-artificial-turf-may-truly-be-bad-for-kids-72044 (2017) 
6 https://42f6uk1prw8cdcjbf1vj9lce-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/04/FNSW_Hot_Weather_Policy.pdf 

https://www.ncceh.ca/environmental-health-in-canada/health-agency-projects/artificial-turf-and-crumb-rubber
https://www.ncceh.ca/environmental-health-in-canada/health-agency-projects/artificial-turf-and-crumb-rubber
https://plantscience.psu.edu/research/centers/ssrc/research/synthetic-turf-health
https://theconversation.com/why-artificial-turf-may-truly-be-bad-for-kids-72044
https://42f6uk1prw8cdcjbf1vj9lce-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/FNSW_Hot_Weather_Policy.pdf
https://42f6uk1prw8cdcjbf1vj9lce-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/FNSW_Hot_Weather_Policy.pdf
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and increase heat-related health problems.  When natural turf fields are replaced by synthetic 
turf in areas, such as Gore Hill/St Leonards, which have few green, open spaces and an 
increasing number of high-rise apartments and hard surfaces it is difficult to believe that 
equal consideration is being given to the needs of the wider community. 
 
The recycling ‘myth’ 
While the word ‘recycled’ appears often in artificial turf brochures the reference is limited to 
inputs eg shredded tyres for the rubber infill, and not to the full life cycle of the product.  Some 
retired plastic grass turf can be put to limited re-use (eg golf practice mats, batting cages or 
dog house covers) and the remaining rubber infill can in some cases be reused if the artificial 
grass base is removed due to wear.  Despite repeated promises made over the last decade or 
more, there is no real end of life recycling of artificial turf products.  Many states in the USA 
have begun to sound the alarm about the dumping of tonnes of worn-out fields on farms and 
near waterways in their areas.  It is environmentally dangerous to continue the installation of 
this product without a clear path to recycling.   
 
It should also be noted that the need for replacement of the artificial product is happening at a 
far greater frequency than is usually claimed by the artificial turf industry. In Willoughby LGA, 
for example, the synthetic turf field installed at Northbridge Oval was original estimated to 
provide 10 years of use. In practice, wear became apparent at the 5-year mark and council was 
forced to replace the whole field at a cost of $978,000 at the 7-year mark.  The old plastic turf 
was redistributed to local clubs to use, for example in batting cages, but there are no further 
end of life recycling options available. 
 
Parks and Reserves – A Shared Community Resource 
Our local parks and reserves are the modern equivalent of the traditional ‘village green’: a 
significant area for community interaction, recreation and restful activity. These natural turf 
areas have been shared with sports for generations without major problems. Their importance 
to the community and the need for even more green, open spaces within walking distance of 
urban dwellers has been highlighted in policy document after policy document at all levels of 
Government. Most LGAs have their green strategy and, at the State Government level, the 
need for more green, open spaces can be found in the Premier’s priorities7, the Greater Sydney 
Green Grid8 and, more recently, in the draft Design and Place SEPP9 released by the DPIE 
amongst scores of other plans and policies. 
 

 
7 https://www.nsw.gov.au/premiers-priorities/greener-public-spaces 
8 https://www.greater.sydney/metropolis-of-three-cities/sustainability/city-its-landscape/green-grid-links-parks-
open-spaces 
9 https://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/Policy-and-Legislation/State-Environmental-Planning-Policies/Design-and-
Place-SEPP 
 

https://www.nsw.gov.au/premiers-priorities/greener-public-spaces
https://www.greater.sydney/metropolis-of-three-cities/sustainability/city-its-landscape/green-grid-links-parks-open-spaces
https://www.greater.sydney/metropolis-of-three-cities/sustainability/city-its-landscape/green-grid-links-parks-open-spaces
https://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/Policy-and-Legislation/State-Environmental-Planning-Policies/Design-and-Place-SEPP
https://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/Policy-and-Legislation/State-Environmental-Planning-Policies/Design-and-Place-SEPP
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In 2020, members of WEPA were involved in a Council community panel about the 
introduction of sports lights into a local park set in bushland in the Willoughby LGA.  In 
discussion with the community, we found that they feared the lights would lead to overuse by 
organised sporting groups and the introduction of artificial turf which would spoil many 
community activities and interaction, despoil the local natural beauty and impact on local 
waterways and urban biodiversity. This local park was valued for the following reasons which 
would apply to many other parks in Sydney and regional areas: 

• it is a haven for wildlife and a place where people and families can watch a variety of 
local native birds engage in natural activities and hear their calls.  At night nocturnal 
birds such as Tawny Frogmouths and Powerful Owls and animals such as possums, 
echidnas and bandicoots use the field for hunting, breeding and roosting; 

• it is a playground.  While organised sports is concerned to assist in tackling the 
important issue of childhood obesity, the problem of getting children to move is also 
addressed when they have a safe park nearby where they can kick a ball, turn 
cartwheels, throw a frisbee, play with their dogs, roll on new mown grass, get dirty or 
make a daisy-chain.  These types of informal activities allow children the freedom to 
play with other local children, to become part of their local community, to learn 
independence and to enjoy activity and being outside for its own sake; 

• it is a place for recreation for all users young and old.  It is a place where they can walk 
the dog; engage in games and activities with their children; practice tai chi or yoga; play 
bocce or ‘pick-up’ games with others or exercise with a brisk walk or jog; 

• it is the site of regular community events, adult and children’s parties, barbeques, 
picnics, pet parades and other events staged by community groups and Council; 

• it is a place for respite, particularly important in Sydney’s increasingly hot weather and 
for those living in flats and apartments or houses without backyards.   Transpiring 
natural turf and trees allow people to cool down and breathe fresh air in a natural 
setting after a day on hard surfaces in the city and suburbs and to admire the natural 
backdrop of open sky, trees and birds; 

• engaging in these activities allows everyone in the community to meet up and 
encourages interaction, social harmony and good mental and physical health.  Parks 
and reserves are unusual in that they are sites which regularly bring all generations 
together. The pandemic has demonstrated the importance of parks and reserves, as 
well as our national parks, in helping those in various forms of lock-down deal with the 
stress and anxiety induced by our recent changed circumstances. 

 
The introduction of artificial fields, barred to dogs, often enclosed by chain-link fences, into 
these parks and reserves effectively alienates the majority of the community from the many 
activities outlined above.  These green, open spaces should be maintained in such a way that 
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they can be shared by the whole community and should not be alienated by uses pertaining 
to only one group in the community.   
 
Striking a Balance 
Organised sport, with the backing of the artificial turf industry, has strongly advocated for 
more artificial playing fields for their sporting codes which are, in some cases, growing in 
membership.  To date they have been successful in convincing local councils to follow this 
path. However, the practice of sequestering local parks is a matter not only of environmental 
concern but also of equity.  To assist in finding a more equitable and environmental solution to 
this problem WEPA would suggest the following:  
 
Create new sporting fields 
The  NSROC Sportsground Strategy (2017) has already provided a series of suggested strategies 
to increase fields accessible to sport including: 

• Working with sport to develop and implement game formats and programs to create 
more ‘yield’ (intensity of use); 

• Investigate conversion and/or co-use of other spaces (eg golf courses, bowling greens, 
schools) for sporting activities; 

• Installing or upgrading lighting; 

• Reconfiguring playing fields to improve functionality; 

• Upgrading drainage and/ or surface quality; 

• Ensuring provision of active open space land in new residential developments; 

• Acquiring or securing other land for sportsgrounds; 

• Partnering with schools and/ or other institutions to use existing or develop new 
facilities; 

• Consideration of new technology; 

• Ensuring the sportsground allocation process effectively balances maximising use with 
equity of access; 

• Continuing to improve field maintenance and management practice. 
 

WEPA supports these strategies but believes these options have not been fully explored or 
exploited before many councils have gone directly to the further NSROC strategy of  

• Installing additional multi-purpose synthetic surfaces or special purpose surfaces. 
 
WEPA recommends that further consideration also be given to: 

https://nsroc.com.au/wp-content/uploads/NSROC-Regional-Sportsground-Strategy-Review-Dec-2017-Executive-Summary-Action-Plan.pdf
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• reconfiguring parking lots (to be underground or stacked) where possible to allow 
above ground parking lots to be replaced with fields; 

• utilising industrial and/or contaminated sites.  This might be one situation in which 
artificial turf would be preferred to cap contamination; 

• directing developer contributions to purchasing or improving land for playing fields; 

• the purchase by the State Government of land for new parks;  

• enacting environmental protections to ensure that artificial fields are not constructed 
near bushland, waters and harbour; 

• introducing a greater level of community consultation. At present Part V of the Planning 
Act facilitates the installation of synthetic turf as councils can proceed without public 
consultation provided the council satisfies itself that the environmental impacts are not 
significant or can be mitigated.  The proposal to alter public parks and reserves for 
sport should be the subject of a Development Application with opportunities for full 
community consultation. 

 
Better utilising existing fields 
While calling for more fields, little seems to have been done to facilitate access to the existing 
fields in nearly every LGA that are in the hands of private schools. 
 
WEPA recommends that the State Government take the lead in negotiating with regional 
organisations of councils and other relevant Government authorities to develop partnerships 
with local private schools to allow some sharing of their sportsgrounds.  This possibility was 
previously raised by the Minister for Planning when he was responsible for the Education 
portfolio, but no outcomes were subsequently announced.   There are a number of private 
schools in the Northern Sydney region with extensive but only intermittently used playing 
fields.  The partial, negotiated opening of these fields to organised sport, as has been done 
with public schools, would be an excellent show of goodwill on the part of private schools 
which are, after all, funded by the Government, use local infrastructure but are exempt from 
the paying of local rates (despite occupying large areas of otherwise rateable land). 
 
Effective Turf Management 
Probably the most integral, equitable and environmental strategy councils could consider is to 
revisit the more effective management of their existing natural turf fields as advances have 
been made in the sciences covering them.  WEPA recently participated in a webinar involving 
soil and irrigation scientists, Dr Mick Battam and Dr Paul Lambie, who demonstrated that there 
is an appreciable increase in sports playing hours now obtainable on natural grass with recent 
improvements in research and technology.  The demonstration included case studies where 
playing fields with natural grass have been upgraded using composted soil and appropriate 
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grass species. These fields have proven to be more cost effective over a 20-year life cycle than 
a synthetic surface. 
 
Mosman City Council, for example, rejected the installation of synthetic turf on Middle Head 
Oval due to concerns about their impact on the natural environment and instead allowed for 
an upgrading of the turf field in question.  The outcome has seen the fields withstand a high 
level of usage over winter (up to 55 hrs per week) and remain in good condition.  Soccer 
players using the field gave positive feedback when comparing the playing experience with 
synthetic surfaces.  There is much that can be done with existing fields to improve their 
drainage and general performance including developing a new robust base, utilising new 
varieties of turf, composting and reconstruction. 
 
The difficulty at present appears to be a lack of willingness on the part of councils to 
participate in genuine community consultation on this issue. WEPA is part of a group of 12 
community organisations, mainly from the North Shore, which recently contacted the 
Northern Sydney Regional Organisation (NSROC) to ask for a meeting to discuss improvements 
in the use of natural turf.  We were refused a meeting and referred to individual Councils even 
though our individual councils utilise the NSROC Sportsground Strategy to make their case for 
introducing synthetic fields in our LGAs. 
 
The experience of Mosman Council with its successful resurfacing of Middle Head Oval with 
best practice natural turf is something that the NSW government could feature and promote 
among Councils and their regional bodies.  NSW State grants for this type of purpose could be 
explicitly reconfigured to allow applications for improvements to natural turf fields.   
 
WEPA believes that better natural turf management of sports fields within our parks and 
reserves could be a win-win for environment, health, equity, and sports. 
 
 
Dr Meredith Foley 
On behalf of the Willoughby Environmental Protection Association 
www.wepa.org.au 
wepa@wepa.org.au 
0438 890 902 
 

http://www.wepa.org.au/
mailto:wepa@wepa.org.au
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